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Aspinwall Potato
Tools 
The Aspinwall Cutter is a great time 

and labor saving machine. Six to eight 
bushels of seed can be cut per hour. 
A boy can operate it. Division of eyes 
is better than average hand work. 
Potatoes can be halved, quartered or 
cut to any size and the seed end re
moved if desired.THE ASPINWALL PLANTER THE ASPINWALL CUTTER

In purchasing a potato planter accuracy is the chief essential. This is to lie found in the Aspinwall
Planter No. 3. It is an automatic machine capable of perfect adjustment. Feed can be regulated from the 
seat. It can be easily and quickly adjusted to plant the following distances : 9-10-11-13-15-17-20-24-26 and 30 
inches.

There is always an active demand for good potatoes. With labor saving machinery, your potato acreage 
can be increased and the cost of production per bushel materially decreased.

As a planter, the Aspinwall is in a class by itself. It plants a greater range of seed, as to size and shape, 
does it easier and with less friction and wear than any planter of its kind.

Let us give you complete information regarding the Aspinwall Potato Tools

Van Brunt ’ïsJS'cSs*
^ The Boot and Discharge is within instead r (. outside the circle of the disc. Seed i* 

deposited at the widest point of the furrow. The seed does not touch the upward turn 
( <>i the Disc but is deposited at a uniform depth with every kernel covered.

^ The Boot and Discharge is within instead
New Boot Discharge 

Adjustable Feed Gate ^ The greatest improvement ever put on a Drill. All kinds of grain, coarse or fine, can be 
regulated and deposited in an even manner without hunching or skipping. THIS FEED 

f IS ADJUSTABLE to all requirements.
Three or four hundred pounds lighter than other drills is one of the reasons THE "VAN/ I nrec ur lour hundred pounds lighter than other drills is one of the reasons I HE "VAN

I BRUNT” is » popular. LIGHTER, YET STRONGER. Heavy angle steel frame wheels 
j with long bearing hubs. Continuous axle running entire length of machine. No stub 
( axles, therefore no sagging. Built to stand the work a drill should do.

Light and Strong 
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Get Quality and 
ServiceWrite for

our
Drill Catalogue John Deere Dealers 

Give Both

JOHN DEERE PLOW COMPANY, LIMITED
Winnipeg Regina Saskatoon Calgary Lethbridge Edmonton

You sew this advertisement in this magazine. Don't forget to say eo when writing.


